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Measure 
Performance

Identify learning gaps with assessments  
that support technology-enhanced  

items and a variety of delivery formats.

Engage Students
Infuse critical thinking skills into 100% TEKS-based 

instruction for Math, ELAR, Science,  
and Writing.

Analyze 
Growth
Get immediate data  
to inform instruction,  
identify next steps,  

and personalize the  
learning experience  

for students.

CURRICULUM

STANDARDS MASTERY  

THROUGH CRITICAL THINKING

ASSESSMENTS

REPORTING

CURRICULUM   |   ASSESSMENTS   |   REPORTING

ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System offers 
educators and students a path for continual growth 

that leads to improved student achievement.

ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System  
is much more than a dynamic curriculum—it’s a proven 

instructional path built upon a foundation of critical 
thinking. By fostering a culture of critical thinking, ThinkUp! 

helps students and educators understand problems, 
discover solutions, and take ownership of their education.

Examine Collaborate Inquire Communicate Link Create Reflect StriveAdapt



ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System simplifies delivering  
high-quality instruction—in any learning environment. 
Our end-to-end solution is a comprehensive system for supporting student mastery  
of content-specific TEKS, introducing and applying the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™, 
and making data-informed decisions that improve teaching and learning.

 • Model instruction live with our Math, ELAR, and Science curriculum and deepen 
student engagement through rigorous, TEKS-aligned content

 • Navigate from easy-to-use dashboards that put actionable information at your 
fingertips

 • Prepare your students for the format of STAAR with technology-enhanced items

 • Share resources and assignments for students to complete on their own time

 • Interact digitally with content for more effective instruction and learning 
with highlight, underline, strikethrough, calculator, zoom, and text-to-speech 
capabilities

 • Grade student assignments automatically

 • Identify learning gaps with a built-in diagnostic assessment and unit  
pre-assessments

 • Accommodate learners by differentiating content from the five basic  
unit components: Getting Started, Instruction, Assessment, Intervention,  
and Extension

Created to empower + enhance the learning experience
CURRICULUM

Empower teachers with personalized instructional 
functionality—and improve educational outcomes for every 
student. Our growing list of integration partners provide an 
optimized digital experience for you and your students.

Educator-backed Support
Every campus is provided with a 
dedicated Customer Success Manager, all 
former educators, to guide you through 
implementation and provide hands-on support. 

Call 844-452-4341 or visit us at mentoringminds.com



CURRICULUM

ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System is designed to 
equip students with the critical thinking skills they need 
to master the TEKS, evaluate information at deeper 
levels, and solve complex problems.

ThinkUp! Math LEVELS 1–8 / 1–5 (SPANISH) 
ThinkUp! Math helps teachers deliver high-level, 
TEKS-based instruction so that students can 
develop the confidence they need to succeed. 
ThinkUp! Math offers consistent opportunities for 
students to think critically, to apply mathematical 
reasoning and problem-solving skills, and to 
participate in standards-based learning activities.

ThinkUp! Science LEVELS 3–8 / 3–5 (SPANISH)

ThinkUp! Science strengthens science content 
and pedagogy by integrating critical thinking 
into every unit. Examples of evidence-based 
techniques or principles included in ThinkUp! 
Science are standards-based instruction, hands-
on investigations, embedded critical thinking, 
ongoing monitoring, and real-world applications.

ThinkUp! ELAR LEVELS 1–8 / 1–5 (SPANISH)

ThinkUp! ELAR embeds critical thinking and 
delivers instruction for 100% of the ELAR TEKS. It’s 
designed to build students who are thinkers—not 
just test takers. ThinkUp! ELAR offers students 
and teachers the opportunity to integrate all 
domains of the ELAR TEKS: reading, inquiry, 
writing, speaking, listening, viewing, and thinking.

ThinkUp! Writing LEVELS 4 & 7 (PRINT ONLY)

ThinkUp! Writing instructs students on and 
engages them in the writing process. Each 
unit includes activities that support the writing 
process, integrate the critical thinking skills 
needed for successful writing, and provide 
effective instruction with focused practice to  
help students master the composition, revising, 
and editing TEKS.

Interactive 
DIGITAL  

Platform

TEKS Mastery + Critical Thinking

Visit our Sample Library
See detailed sample units for  
every level and subject.

thinkup.fun/samples



ELAR | Grades K−12
Includes English I–IV

Math | Grades K−12
Includes Algebra I & II, 
Geometry & Statistics

Science | Grades 3−12
Includes Biology,
Chemistry & Physics

Social Studies |  
Grades 3−12
Includes US History, 
World History, 
Economics, Geography  
& US Government 

Trans-adapted  
Spanish Grades K–12*

 *Reading and Math items  
for grades K–12; Science 

items for grades 3–12. 

ITEMATICA SUBJECT COVERAGE

Feature availability and 
item counts vary by state.

ASSESSMENTS

Our TEKS-Aligned assessments identify individual student learning 
gaps, more accurately guide instruction, and familiarize students with 
the rigor and format of STAAR—including technology-enhanced items 
(TEIs) throughout the platform.

 • Included with ThinkUp!—All customers get pre- and post-assessments for every 
unit to check for understanding before and after learning. Bundle and Digital-only 
customers receive exclusive access to our Diagnostic Assessment Tool, a single 
comprehensive test covering the prior grade-level standards.

 • TEKS-Based Benchmark Assessments (add-on)—Rigorous assessments written by 
our team of educators are available in print or digital formats 

 • Itematica (add-on)—Build and 
customize your own assessments  
with KDS or Certica technology-
enhanced item banks powered  
by our platform 

Assess + address student learning gaps

Approachable yet sophisticated capabilities support 
student learning and mastery of the TEKS. Increase the 
power of instruction with data that enhances every step 
in the learning journey.

Accommodates 
any learning 
environment  
with multiple  

delivery options

Ready to look inside?
Schedule a walk-through to learn about 
campus- and district-wide licenses.



REPORTING

Interactive reporting views enable administrators to 
filter, review, and analyze performance trends across 
the district. 

Designed to guide + support instructional decisions

Create, manage, administer, and monitor data from 
standards-aligned assignments and assessments. 
Our digital platform delivers immediate, actionable data to inform instruction, 
identify suggested follow-up (either interventions or extensions), and personalize 
the learning experience.

 • One-touch reports to highlight specific needs and student groups

 • Actionable data within the report provides next steps for teacher 
instruction

 • Favorite your most frequently used reports for quick access from the 
home page

 • Filter reporting results to highlight specific needs or student groups

 • Export and print reports to PDF, Excel, or CSV

 • Available to all stakeholders—administrators, teachers, and students

 • Variety of prepopulated reports from standards reports to item analysis

 • Access reports anywhere, anytime from our web-based platform 

Ready to look inside?
Schedule a walk-through to 
learn about campus- and 
district-wide licenses.

Call 844-452-4341 or visit us at mentoringminds.com

Provides  
a snapshot of 

student mastery 
of standards  

to discover  
learning gaps



Additional tools to improve + inspire academic growth

Team ThinkUp!—the Ultimate Critical Thinking Tool 
Designed for Students
Designed to promote critical thinking for grades K–8, Team ThinkUp! includes  
a full-color student activity book, containing one unit for each of the 9 Traits  
of Critical Thinking. You’ll not only be teaching your students about the 9 traits, 
you’ll be empowering them to use critical thinking at school, 
at home, and throughout life!

Design and execute instruction leading to student mastery 
of the standards with research-based strategies and best 
practices right at your fingertips.

Mentoring Minds Resource Library
The app provides educators with convenient 
access to best practices and strategies that support 
instruction and promote student success. Targeted 
resources are suggested for ELA, Math, and Science, 
both at the elementary and secondary levels.

Explore our full suite of resources at mentoringminds.com/educator-resources



Woven throughout ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System 
are the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking. Each trait contributes 
to the development of skillful thinking and an environment 
that supports deeper learning. Students become more 
effective critical thinkers and problem solvers when they 
apply these traits. By integrating the 9 traits across the 
curriculum, educators can build a school-wide thinking 
culture that supports student growth and achievement. 

Learn more at mentoringminds.com/traits

Foster high-quality thinkers with the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™

Adapt
I adjust my actions and 

strategies to accomplish tasks.

Inquire
I seek information  that excites my 
curiosity and inspires my learning.

Communicate
I use clear language to  

express my ideas and to  
share information.

Reflect
I review my thoughts 
and experiences to 
guide my actions.

Collaborate
I work with others to achieve 

better outcomes.

Link
I apply knowledge 

to reach new 
understandings.

Create
I use my knowledge and 

imagination to express new 
and innovative ideas.

Strive
I use effort and 

determination to focus 
on challenging tasks.

Examine
I use a variety of methods 
to explore and to analyze.



Prepare students for a lifetime of success, 
and tomorrow they’ll change the world.

mentoringminds.com

You can also visit ThinkUp! Studios, our content hub  
that shares the hows and whys of critical thinking.  
We’ve loaded it with fun and inspiring videos to  
support your implementation of ThinkUp!  
Standards Mastery System and the  
9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™

mentoringminds.com/studios

See ThinkUp! in action!

Visit thinkup.fun/classroom or scan 
the QR code to watch the full video. 


